
GLOVE SYSTEM 
QUICK&CLEAN
Mobile to attach to the body or counter 

 clever 2-in-1 solution 

 up to 50% price saving 

 fast and hygienic

  magnetic



THIS IS HOW IT WORKS:

1. Fix the magnetic holder made of plastic or stainless steel to the counter with the attached adhesive dots or alternatively hang  
it on the body (waistband or belt).

2. Press the ring together at the side and place it in the glove.
3. Now you can put on and take off the glove as you like. The glove remains open and ready to hand at all times and is fixed to 

the holder by a magnet.

GLOVE SYSTEM
Quick&Clean kit

YOUR ADVANTAGES:
  2 in 1: to be fixed mobile either  

on the body or on the counter

  up to 50% price saving 
compared to other sets

  fast and hygienic: put on to  
touch food and put down on  
the holder to cashing up, i.e.  
suitable for your hygiene concept



Quick&Clean kit Single
 � set consists of 7 items: 

1 x magnetic holder (plastic / stainless steel) 
1 x magnetic plastic bangle (art. 89022) 
5 x hygienical gloves (art. 26469)

 � hygienic and fast access to foodstuffs
 � put on for touching food, rest on tray for collecting
 � glove can be easily replaced
 � space-saving, ideal for cash area or alternatively for  

fixing at waistband
 � for bakery and pastry shops, grocery and food stalls

plastic
  white blue 1 carton =

89020         7-part 1 piece

stainless steel
  silver 1 carton =

89050         7-part  1 piece

  magnetic

89020

89050

89022

26469



SUITABLE ACCESSORIES
for your Quick&Clean system

Only while supplies last. Changes excepted, no guarantee for misprints or errors. Illustrations may differ from the original.  
The general terms of business apply. Information on shipping costs, delivery times and payment methods can be found on  
www.franz-mensch.de/en/terms-and-conditions.  Stand: November 2021

Franz Mensch GmbH
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 2
86807 Buchloe, Germany
phone:  +49 8241 9633-0 
fax: +49 8241 9633-100
verkauf@franz-mensch.de

www.franz-mensch.de/en/

Order  
now!

26429 26469

26479

Quick&Clean ring | plastic
  white 1 carton = 

89023 L: 10.5 x W: 9.5 cm 5 x 1 piece 

Hygiene gloves
 � disposable gloves made of Coex (PE) or strong LDPE
 � mitten or 3-finger shape, ambidextrous fit
 � odourless and tasteless
 � fast and easy to put on and take off
 � suitable for Quick&Clean system
 � for hygienic touching of food between payment processes

Coex
 � especially firm grip and durable

  transparent 1 carton = 

26429 L: 28 cm, 3-finger shape 5 x 100 pieces
26469 L: 25 cm, mitten

LDPE 
 � soft, comfortable to wear

  approx. 70 micron, transparent 1 carton = 

26479 L: 25 cm, mitten  5 x 100 pieces

89023


